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The imbalance between the upper and lower reaches of Fujian , Min River to promote the
development of grain and salt bulk cargo transportation in the upper and lower reaches of the
Ming Dynasty to the early Qing dynasty. After the opening of five ports, a large number of
Sinotrans northwest of Fujian tea and other native products, promote the development and
prosperity of Min Rivel shipping.In late nineteenth Century, Fuzhou port has become known to the
world of tea . The development of shipping industry in Min River,during this period, mainly for
the rise of towns along the water port pier; construction and improvement of shallow water ship;
the establishment of the organization to distinguish group of ship region and ship.
With the development and progress of Min River's shipping industry, the central government
and the local government have gradually deepened the understanding of water management. In the
early and middle period of the Ming Dynasty, the system of river bank hindered the development
of fishery economy along the coast of Min River. In the late Ming Dynasty, built in the upper
reaches of Min River Basin, the quay system, which is a product, shipping and commodity
economy develops to a certain stage in the early Qing Dynasty, mostly dominated quay ruffians,
looting cargo, hidden trouble of Min River shipping, Jiaqing Dynasty banned. In Pucheng, the ship
started luster system, the ship is as well by the local citizen, and the development of the insurance
business rules, to protect the licensed security, get the support of the local government, between
upstream and downstream in Min River soon get promotion. In the early Qing Dynasty, Min River
coastal area pirate thieves rampant, the local government to strengthen the management of the
coastal fishermen, funabe, Macao and a ship carrying out according to the system, and a system of
the ship and Australia as profit and loss, and applied to the ferry and upstream fishermen, funabe
management system. That the central government and local government understanding of river
waters society is deepening, management is also different along with the difference of basin and
boat group change.
And government governance echoes the impact of civil society organizations on the Min
River society and the role of the middle of the Qing Dynasty before the main realization for the
boat people, fishermen in order to survive into the border along the river of the big family, so that
the river shipping, fishing is indirectly along the river Of the landlord master control. After the
middle of the Qing Dynasty, with the prevalence of commodity transport, some of the economic
strength of the boat has been enhanced, began as an independent individual operating shipping
industry, in order to cope with Min River Basin complex society and the natural environment, the
boat people to form a boat group. The establishment of the gang organization has become an
important guarantee for the participation of boat people in the management of river society. This is
more highlights the Min River social management in the complexity and diversity, in order to
further understand and study the transport in the river management system in the evolution of the
role and significance, provides a new way of thinking and perspective.
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①（日）松浦章著，董科译：《清代内河水运史》，南京：江苏人民出版社 2010 年，第 270 页。
































































































































































































闽江发源于福建省和浙江省交界的武夷山脉，河流总长 2878 公里，流域面积 60992 平





寿桥段为中游，长约 83.8 公里；万寿桥至闽江口川石为下游，长约 53.4 公里。上游山高水
急，水位高于福州，落差约 130 公尺至 200 公尺。
闽江流域属于亚热带季风气候，因为濒临海边，所以受到海洋暖湿气流的影响，常年温





















































据嘉靖《邵武府志》载，弘治十五年（1502 年）邵武府共有大小民船 498 艘，其中邵
武县 291 艘、光泽县 82 艘、泰宁县 63 艘、建宁县 62 艘。⑤可见，明代富屯溪和金溪航道的
繁忙。
① 嘉靖《清流县志》卷二，《山川》，福州：福建省人民出版社 1992年，第 22-23页。
② 嘉靖《汀州府志》卷一，《地理志》，明嘉靖刻本，第 99页。
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